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Introduction  

Competition is won or lost on speed and innovation. Rapidly recognizing and responding to 
customer changes in product features and identifying new opportunities and trends offers digital 
enterprises significant opportunities. And mobile users, social media activity, and Internet of 
Things (IoT) devices digital business are “always open everywhere.” But then, too, the competition 
is now global; new ideas and market disruption can arrive quickly from anywhere.  

Operating a digital business offers great benefits, but most businesses today are not “cloud 
native”. They were not “born in the cloud.” They must transform from brick-and-mortar storefronts 
and isolated data centers to digital businesses leveraging the technologies and scale of the 
Internet. But the transformation is accompanied by risk and complexity. Modern cloud 
architectures, infrastructure, and applications require a vast number of non-human entities 
(“machines1”) that may operate across of variety of environments, such as on-premises (private 
cloud), vendor clouds, or a hybrid. 

Moving from an on-premises data center to the cloud is not simple. Moving from a monolithic 
application(s) to Software as a Service (SaaS) is not simple either. Traditional security boundaries 
disappear, and new cyber threats and vulnerabilities appear. The “attack surface” available to 
threat actors is much larger because Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) are exposed to 
users, devices, and a wide variety of other applications. APIs become the front door to a lot of 
valuable data and are a popular target for threat actors. 

Figure 1 illustrates four challenges that enterprises face in digital transformation: 1) ephemeral 
workloads that appear and disappear based on demand loads, 2) knowing who to trust in 
environments where thousands of APIs increase the attack surface, 3) new vulnerabilities that 
come with the new technologies and protocols of “cloud native” solutions, and 4) a significant 
volume of undetected malicious traffic reaching APIs. It is very hard to meet these challenges with 
an effective cybersecurity 
strategy when workload 
credentials are so easily 
obtained. Credentials are 
the adversary’s target in 
three out of the four 
vulnerability pathways 
identified by Gartner. 

Your business probably 
has a great IT team and 
you’re using all the traditional security tools to protect your digital assets and data. Or maybe 
you’re just getting started with digital transformation. Whatever your stage of transformation, you 

 
1 “Machines” is a general term of art that refers to computing devices, technologies, and apps (apps 
running on machines are “workloads'') of all types. Such as virtual machines, Kubernetes, Docker, mobile 
devices, IoT and others.   
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know that your business must be always vigilant and responding to the evolution of technology 
and the marketplace. Regardless of your business model, architectures, systems, processes, 
controls, technologies, and vendors, the concern about competitive advantage and risk is a 
universal overriding influence. This paper was written to help business leaders and security and 
risk managers balance competitive advantage with acceptable risk and cyber resilience. It 
presents an opportunity for a new kind of defense that is effective against threats and efficient for 
the enterprise. 

Cloud Challenges and Risk 

The big challenge with cloud security is making security and operations work together at cloud 
scale and speed, and in any environment. Existing solutions weren’t built for cloud speed and 
scale like “cloud native” solutions are; they weren't “born in the cloud.” This is evident from 
numerous studies that report poor security performance with traditional solutions2. API gateways, 
for example, are very effective for legacy on-premises data centers where the business has 
complete control of the perimeter and all ingress traffic can be routed through the gateway to the 
appropriate internal endpoint. But in the cloud, the physical and security perimeters don’t exist 
anymore, which means businesses no longer have the control over endpoints, routing, and 
access that they once had. API gateways are still appropriate for many purposes, but their security 
benefit is far less than it once was. Here’s why: business processes and data are now spread 
among containerized “workloads” that can be reached from anywhere. And the right IP address 
and port assignment to reach an endpoint is often ephemeral and may be reused. It’s not a reliable 
and trusted form of identity. Adversaries have the time and the ability to reach sensitive workloads, 
sniff credentials, and launch attacks. 

Traditional approaches to identify and secure machines in the data center won’t protect 
machines and data distributed across multiple environments. The problem facing digital 
enterprise leaders is how to verify trust in the identity of workloads that share data.  

As a business leader you know your business must move fast to respond to market conditions, 
but your IT team will want to move slower and deliberately and focus on performance and security. 
Security is the tricky part. It involves a lot of details such as compliance, standards, protocols, IP 
layers, threat intelligence, perimeter monitoring, access control, threat detection and response, 
testing, vulnerability scanning and remediation. It also involves specialized skills in technologies 
and tools that evolve with the threat and must quickly adapt new attack patterns. Business logic 
and use cases require different mixes of security technologies and tools (the security “stack.”) 
And after a security architecture is finished there is still the challenge of operational configuration 
to make it perform in the operational environment. Along this entire solution path, the team makes 
compromises to accommodate efficiency, business processes, or budgets. If uninformed, the 
compromises can introduce vulnerabilities that are costly to fix later and may result in data loss, 

 
2 A 2021 State of API Security report cited a significant rise in malicious traffic reaching API endpoints 
even when existing security solutions were used to prevent these attacks. 
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fines, and reputation damage. And it’s difficult to be fully informed because important details 
require technical specializations that are in short supply and costly.  

A Strategy for Resilience 

Even when the best teams work together to align the business, technology, and operations, 
recurring security challenges still occur. New threats emerge and vulnerabilities are discovered 
(sometimes after years of exploitation as with the Solarwinds breach hack in 2020). So, a 
successful cybersecurity strategy must significantly reduce the exploitability of digital enterprise 
resources such as workloads, APIs, and data.  

At Hopr, we believe enterprises need a cybersecurity strategy that uses a “moving target” 
defense (MTD) to protect against the uncertainty of unpredictable vulnerabilities and attack 
vectors. 

MTD interrupts and deflects attacks, rather than removing known vulnerabilities or hunting threat 
actors after they have unauthorized access. MTD continuously changes certain characteristics of 
the defense that adversaries need so that they never gain the knowledge to launch an attack.  

 

As cited in Figure 1, API and workload credentials are an attractive target for threat actors. 
Changing these at a high frequency prevents attackers from forming an “easy” plan for an attack 
and forces them to invest more in reconnaissance and risk detection. 

High Frequency Credential Rotation 

Credentials such as API keys can be “sniffed” by attackers and exfiltrated. Hopr has invented a 
novel way of autonomously rotating workload credentials at a high frequency. Workload 
credentials are the moving target; they become extremely difficult (if not impossible) for 
attackers to find, exfiltrate, and misuse before they expire and are replaced. 

We achieve our MTD with a new technology that we call Codes Hidden In Plain Sight (CHIPS™) 
and it is designed to perform at the scale and speed of the cloud (it is cloud-native). CHIPS uses 
an algorithm to build the secret credential for a workload. The algorithm runs each time it’s host 
workload runs, and it builds an ephemeral key. The CHIPS algorithm is special because it allows 
two workloads to build an identical key when they need to connect to exchange messages and 
data (such as in a client-server API call).  

With CHIPS technology two workloads, operating in completely different clouds, build 
identical secrets and securely transact their business with assured trust. CHIPS secrets 
are ideal for ephemeral workloads because they are created at the time of need and only exist 

Forensic analysis has found that attackers spend 90% of their time in reconnaissance 
and planning and only 10% in the actual attack. 
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while the workload is running. The keys last only for one session3 and vanish after the session 
closes. Each new session builds new keys. This produces high-frequency key rotation and makes 
a credential theft attack nearly impossible. 

Don’t Pass Your Secrets 

Credential theft is effective for 
adversaries because keys, tokens, and 
other secrets are often passed among 
various apps, services, and tools. Figure 
2 (top half) depicts a typical protocol used 
for API key rotation when an client 
workload obtains data from an server API 
endpoint. Three parties are involved: the 
client workload, a secrets vault (for 
secure API key storage) and a server API 
(such as a database). An API key is 
needed to obtain data from the server 
API, but the workflow exposes it multiple 
times: 1) deposit the key in the vault 
(using the vault API); 2) retrieve the key 
from vault when data is needed from the 
server API; 3) the vault must inject a newly rotated key into the server API endpoint (so it is there 
for authentication); and 4) the client must present the key for authentication when it makes its API 
call for data. 

The CHIPS Protocol 

The CHIPS protocol uses the key (produced by the CHIPS algorithm) as an encryption key rather 
than passing it to the server API as a traditional authentication credential (see Figure 2, bottom 
half). The advantage of this is that the two keys (client and server keys) remain where they are 
built and are not exchanged (preventing sniffing and exfiltration). The CHIPS protocol produces 
end-to-end symmetric encryption at every session without an encryption key exchange. In 
effect, it forms an on-demand secure tunnel for messages and data (and the client’s API 
key)  to ensure they remain confidential and tamper proof over the entire communication 
route, regardless of whether other security protocols are present (e.g., TLS or mTLS) or not. In 
the CHIPS protocol the API key is still used by the client and presented to the server API, but it is 
wrapped in end-to-end encryption and only used for identification purposes. 

Only workloads that initially share trust (such as those within an enterprise) can share the same 
algorithm and securely message each other, regardless of the cloud where they are hosted. 
Decryption of the encrypted message by a workload verifies the identity of the sender, 

 
3 A session is a series of messages between two workloads (client API calls and server responses) that 
occur for a limited time to complete a function or service. 
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since only the trusted workload could have built the correct key. All other message traffic 
(i.e., untrusted or malicious traffic) is rejected because it cannot be decrypted. The client workload  
or server API sees only messages from trusted workloads.  

Valuable Business Benefits  
Low Friction Adoption. Our CHIPS technology is packaged in a simple, lightweight container 
image file that is easily installed with workloads at runtime. No modification to existing application 
or API code is required. And there is no vendor lock-in; migration in and out of Hopr’s solutions is 
easy. 

Reduced Operating Costs. Our high-frequency ephemeral secrets reduce the costs that would 
exist if your business had to secure large numbers of static API keys using key management 
systems, certificates managers, and secrets managers. 

Fast Time-to-Value. Our solutions are integrated with your workloads by your DevOps engineers 
during the production phase through a single configuration file and are immediately available to 
provide threat protection in production. 

Lower Cyber Risk. Our ‘fine-grained’ protection allows micro-segmentation of workloads for 
lower cyber risk and zero trust operations. Individual workloads are ‘hardened” to protect against 
attack.  

High Confidence Trust. The positive security model of our solutions allows only trusted 
messages to reach trusted workloads. All traffic from untrusted sources is rejected. 

Use Cases 

There are many possible use cases for CHIPS technology. Here are a few general use cases: 

● Enterprises with critical business services using containerized workloads in distributed 
environments (on-premises, commercial cloud, or hybrid).  

● Protecting sensitive client and server workloads performing “internal” trusted business 
services within an Enterprise.  

● Machine-to-machine interactions during “lights out” (after hours) periods. 
● High security applications such as banking and financial services or ensuring data privacy 
● Extensible to device (IoT) protection in low-bandwidth, low-power, low memory uses. 

If you would like to learn more about the technical architecture of Hopr’s new MTD, we prepared 
a second white paper to provide more detail. Please contact us for a copy at hopr@hopr.co 

 
Visit https://hopr.co to schedule a free 15-minute discovery call to learn more 
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